
Rishi Valley School

Physics Test -1 14-07-2018

Introductory Light and Mechanics

1. Give concise answers with an emphasis on clarity

SUGGESTION: Finish the following question on Light very very quickly,
only a very rough sketch is required.

1 Light

Figure 1: Light by reflection

Figure (1) shows a ray of light PQ striking a mirror AB. The mirror AB and the
mirror CD are at right angles to each other. QN is a normal to the mirror AB.

a) Make a Quick Rough Copy of the diagram (accuracy is NOT required), and
continue the ray PQ to show the path it takes after reflection at both mirrors. Do
mark the values of all the relevant angles that help you trace the ray

Do you think the final emergent ray is parallel to ray PQ? Why?

Please turn over for the last question
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2 Mechanics

A long distance athlete from RV is on her practice run on a straight route. Taking the
origin at the school, the following table give her position from the school at different
times.

Time and position
Time (minutes) Position (kilometers)

0 0
20 4
40 8
60 12
80 9
100 6
120 3
140 0

a) What is her displacement

1) between time= 0 minutes and time= 60 minutes?

2) between time= 60 minutes and time= 120 minutes?

3) between time=0 minutes and time= 120 minutes?

b) What is her average velocity

1) between time= 0 minutes and time= 60 minutes?

2) between time= 60 minutes and time= 120 minutes?

3) between time=0 minutes and time= 120 minutes?

c) What distance did she cover from time= 0 minutes and time=60 minutes? What is
her average speed in this time interval?

d) What distance did she cover from time= 60 minutes and time=140 minutes? What
is her average speed in this time interval?

e) Use the graph paper for this question. Plot the Position-Time (x-t graph) for the
observations in the table.

1) What do you read from your graph? List all your key conclusions?

2) Show by a drawing along your X axis,

a) the position vector at time = 80 minutes?

b) the displacement vector from time = 60 minutes and time= 80 minutes?
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